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A Theory of Neverything
Gravity: the Animation of the Mazed Net
You might have seen the animations to illustrate how gravity can be seen as a curvature in
space. This is an insight that follows from Einstein’s theory of general relativity. The planets
roll upon a mazed net, pushing it down and causing it to warp. Satellites and moons stay
around it, seemingly falling into the indentation. It is an enticing picture and we might easily
believe it.
A good demonstration of this I saw recently in a YouTube video about the nature of gravity,
and I have seen it many more times before this - and was fascinated by it as well. Mind you,
scientists do not know what gravity is. Not even Newton or Einstein did. There are formula’s
of calculating its strength (or weakness, in this case, because gravity is the weakest of all
known natural forces), and with these formulas we can do things like predicting how fast the
apple falls down a tree or bringing satellites in exactly the right orbit – but this is all just a
description of gravity to work with it in practical situations. And there are theories about how
gravity as a force may relate to other forces in nature. However, these do not present an
understanding of the essence of gravity or any of the other forces. Not in the least. And this is
true about almost all science. It provides a – sometimes marvelously detailed, smart and
practical – description of the phenomena of nature and its mechanisms, but it almost never
tells us what it really is that we are looking at or experiencing. We just don’t know. This is
because reality is basically unknowable. But a major flaw of science is, that it keeps believing
that it is just a matter of time and progression in knowledge that will make us understand
everything. It will not, ever. Nature is innately unknowable. Science might provide us with
ever more detailed descriptions of nature, but they will become so complicated that no one
will understand them. There might even be a “right” and complete description, but reaching
that level will also have deprived it from its power to transfer any real insight or wisdom to
us. I will come back to this later. First, the video.

The 180 Degrees Paradox: a Better Animation – the Field of Whateveritis
From 28:10 minutes in this video (if you click the link it will start at exactly this moment) you
can see the picture I am talking about. Of course this is not how reality is, no one knows how
that is. It is only an animation to assist a way of thinking, a concept. And this is how it is
mostly depicted. But I suddenly had an intuition that it is exactly the other way around.
Because this is my experience in life after liberation (it also caused liberation in a way):
almost nothing is as it is commonly believed, but on the contrary it is just the other way
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around. Literally. This phenomenon is most clearly explained by Fred Davis in this video. For
instance, we like to say that we come into this world. But actually, of course, we come out of
this world. The world is our source. So, I turned autorotation of my tablet off, then turned my
screen 180 degrees. What did I see?
There is a flat field of "Whatever-it-is", and everything that tries to manifest – in this case
planets and moon - comes out of the very structure of the field (= crystallizes in time and
space) and has to push up against this field. The field acts as a sort of “elastic” net, that holds
the manifestation in place (or in orbit, at a fixed speed and distance of other manifestations),
gives it the “firmness” it needs to stand out in time and place, and also this tries to undo the
manifestation, to pull it back into the zero-state of flatness. This accounts – in some
unknowable way - for inertia and momentum, and also for gravity, mass and weight. What is
manifested, experiences some forces that try to pull it back into the flat field (experienced by
us as gravity, and the sense of mass and weight), that has been warped by its standingoutness. And they try to prevent it from “getting away” (separating) = accelerating or
decelerating (like inertia and momentum). So there is some balance between forces of doing,
of manifestation, and forces of un-doing, or un-manifestation. This balance is continually
shifting. If it shifts a bit towards doing, manifestation happens and “somethings” seem to
appear, to stand out. If it shifts towards undoing, “somethings” are undone again and absorbed
in the field, disappearing. Standing out and absorbing is continually happening. It is what the
field does, it is the very nature of “fielding”.
And most importantly: there is no real separation. Everything is the field, timelessly and
without location. Appearances are not separate parts, they are features of the field, “fielding”
into seeming erection. There is ever only the field, continually “fielding”, producing the
illusions of appearances that are always just features of the same field. There is no place or
time, only apparantly. This accounts for phenoma as quantum entanglement, which to us
(being an illusion ourselves) appears as spooky action at a distance. In reality there is no
distance and no time, because there is only the field which is everything and nothing at the
same time and place, fielding. There is only that which is beyond here and now.
These forces form the very structure and essence of the field itself, the “elasticity” (creativity)
of the net of pre-manifestation. We don’t know what the net is, mind you, just like we don’t
know what gravity is, or mass, or inertia. It could be called a field, like an electro-magnetic
field, or a gravity field, Higgs-field or the field-of-everything, but these are just names that
describe a feature or property of the field. They do not explain what the field is. Or what
actually is “fielding”. We don’t know. And that’s okay. You can’t understand any
phenomenon while on the same level, you only can when you are at a higher level. This
means, since we are reality ourselves, we will never be able to understand reality because we
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are always on the same level, we are it. We can’t escape this with our minds. Only premanifestation knows (sometimes called God, but that doesn’t make it much clearer at all).
But there is hope: although we can’t understand it, we can fully experience it. We can’t not
experience it, how hard we may try. There is a great video about this paradox by, again, Fred
Davis; he currently simply happens to be one of the most clear one’s to point out what nonduality really means. But this is not a matter of the mind, but of the Self – which is our true
nature. Our true nature knows exactly what it is. Finding out this realization is, what I call
liberation. I talked about this many times before. There are ways to look beyond the mind and
find liberation. It is not a finding by the way, much more it is the end of seeking. There are
many tales on our website about how to “get to” this (actually, you are already there – you
just have to let go of getting). Now, back to the net or field again.

An even Better Animation – What the Field of Whateveritis can do
To avoid confusions of concepts like up and down, and to better depict that manifestation
comes out of the un-manifested (and vice versa), one can improve further on the picture of the
YouTube film by imagining a double layered net with the manifestations occurring between
the layers (that are actually always one with each other and with all the manifestations),
warping the net in every dimension that they want to manifest as and in. Actually, I imagine
the net having a dimension of 0 or infinite, with infinite layers all warped into 1 when in rest,
and it is capable of accommodating every manifestation in any set of dimensions that this
wants to apparantly stand out in and as, depending on the amount and sort of energy and
structure (organization/entropy) that is involved.
This field can Wave, it can Expand, Contract and Ripple. It can also Particle. It can turn into
its opposites. And it can do this all simultaneously as well. We don’t know how it works, but
obviously it does, just look around. On our small human scale it can also (produce phenomena
like) Light, Heat, People, Dog, Car, Cloud and Tree. But that would only be what it appears to
do, to anything that is manifested in and as it. Because that would also be the wave, the
expansion, the contraction, the particle, the heat and light or the rippling itself. And as such it
would be an illusion, and no illusion can every dispel itself. So we – as manifested “thing”
within the Whateveritis - will never be able to get a clear view of Whateverweare. We are not
a man or woman, we are the Oneness of the field that is “man-ing” or “woman-ing”. And we
will never know what this Oneness actually just and miraculously is – because we are it.
And when we are absolutely silent, in stillness, with a full heart and an obedient and empty
mind, we might pick up something so subtle as the structure of Oneness, of Awareness. And
“know” (but not with our mind), that we are awareness itself. This is because the field, at the
highest level, can also Love. And this is the only thing it does which is beyond manifestation.
It is its null-status. Or singularity. This manifests in us as liberation. Then we experience not
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only that we can love and live, but that we are love and life itself. But that is “another” story
(with many examples in our tales on the website – actually, they are all the same story. Back
to the field again:

The Theory of Neverything emerges – The Harmony of Spheres and the TAO of TOA
The SumTotal of the field and all its seeming manifestations appears to itself and to us as
what we call space and matter and energy, Universe, with the apparent physical Laws and
Constants, its apparent distances, speeds and emptinesses in between the apparent things, and
“normal” phenomena like gravity, inertia, momentum, magnetism, electricity, friction,
rotation, spin, charge, but also strange (spooky) phenomena like wave-particle duality, spacetime and quantum entanglement. But actually, these are all illusions or mirages that appear to
manifested observers (who are therefor illusions and in the illusion themselves) only, and in
reality there is only and timeless the field of pre-manifestation that produces these illusions of
separateness and the manyfold diversity of the manifestations, all along just being the one
field in all of its features.
Continually everything seems to turn into nothingness and vice versa. All which temporarily
produces the illusion of its presence, also continuously and simultaneously sings the song of
its own absence. This is what is poetically known as The Harmony of Spheres. I wrote a poem
about that once called Meditation; it’s in Dutch now but I will translate it in English some
day. And timelessly there is the net of pre-manifestation, that is the Awareness that forms the
substratum of all, where there is no time and space and complete non-local and timeless
oneness, with no (=infinite) dimensions, no beginning and no end, no birth and no death.
This is what I call my Theory of Neverything (there are also sub theories of Neverywhere and
Everywhen** - but I will not go into these now). However, if ever the world would adopt this
theory in future (when scientists completely give up hope of finding what they are looking
for), I would like them to call it the Theory of aMAZEment (TOA). For three reasons. One is
obvious: this is clearly utterly amazing. Secondly, a net is basically formed by the mazes,
which are in fact holes in the net, and as such pieces of no-net and nothingness. All the mazes
together form the yes-net of everythingness. The mazes and the net are exactly how
nothingness and everythingness (neverythingness) continually work together and produce all
the forces and phenomena of nature as we know it. And the final reason is, that I can already
picture myself right now writing a tale about the Theory of aMAZEment in the future, calling
it The TAO of TOA. That would be such a great title! It’s ©laimed by me hereby.

Mathematics or Physics? It’s too Simple for that, and Unpractical
Of course there is currently no mathematics or physics to substantiate this. So I will not apply
for a Nobel-prize yet. And if there were, it would probably be either so complicated that no
one understood it – or so simple that everyone will overlook its awesomeness. Like 0 + 0 = 0.
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Or ∞ + ∞ = ∞. In that last case, in words it will sound more or less like this tale. And in any
case, it will have no practical implications whatsoever, it will be totally useless to us, because
it would not be about gaining, manipulating or using, but just about what is. About being. And
there is absolutely no use in that. Being has no purpose, it is its own purpose. It is what
happens. It is aliveness as we know it.

Call of the search for the TOE – Assisi already knew
Currently, physicians are looking for the unified field theory, the theory that will unite
Einstein’s theorie of general relativity and quantum mechanics. They call it the Theory of
Everything (TOE). They think that finding this theory will allow them to understand and
predict everything. I predict they will never find it, except perhaps only, if they stare at it long
enough, their own big toe. Because the very search is deeply flawed with the presumption that
there is something separate like Everything, as opposed to Nothing. Which is not the case.
Reality is already innately complete, and we can add nothing to it ever, certainly not our
understanding.
The end of searching is not finding, it is just the end of searching. As soon as we stop
searching with our minds, reality will expose itself to us in full. “What you are looking for, is
where you are looking from”. Giovanni di Pietro di Bernardone* already knew this around the
year 1200. In nature, opposites arise together or not at all. This and that, here and there, light
and dark, yin and yang – you name it. So, if we insist of looking for a theory, it should be a
theory of All, or – how I like to call it – a theory or Neverything. Because this is a nonexisting word, it depicts much more freely what our quest should be all about.

Looking for Neverything and the Unknown – a Picture
We are looking for the Unknown, and we will only ever find it if we realize that it is not only
unknown, but much more Unknowable. We have to get comfortable with not-knowing. And
understand that this will explain neverything. That there is nothing to achieve, besides the
notion that there is nothing to achieve. Everything has already been taken care of and it
presents itself as Reality. There is no control or free will. We are Reality already.
Fortunately, to help us in our search for Neverything, recently a very gifted and liberated artist
managed to create a picture of it. It’s an illusion of course, like all manifestations are. But
nevertheless, a helpful and very beautiful illusion. You can see it on our website here. If you
have seen it once, you will recognize Neverything for the rest of your life immediately on
your first encounter.

What Humanity Really Needs
There is something humanity needs much more than a complex mathematical or physical
“scientific” construct, that will always leave more unanswered questions than it could ever
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answer. We need something that would simply give us what we are clearly lacking and
needing at this moment in history, and probably what we always thought we were lacking or
needing: a story of being. We have tried before to find this in a story of God. But this didn’t
work, because it needed believing in, and we pictured this God to be separate from us. So it
lead us astray on a path of searching for Him, while all the time, we already were God
ourselves, like all the other animals in this world already know. Then, disappointed, we turned
away from the story of God and put our belief in the many stories of Science. But this clearly
didn’t work either, because it let us astray on a path of ever more separation, meanwhile
producing all sorts of technologic side-effects that isolated us more and more from Nature and
made us ever more lonely and confused.
What humanity foremost needs is a Story of Belonging with which it can live timelessly
without feeling incomplete or unexplained. Not as a story alone, but as a realization for each
and everyone of us. Not as a belief, but as a Trust and as Love. Not as something that needs
proof, but as something that we all intuitively know to be true as who we are. With that, we
could start living in harmony with Nature again, with ourselves that is, with a peaceful mind.
Mankind could become Kindman again***. This Theory of Neverything could give us exactly
that. And recently, we made a short film about it as well, about finding Love again. It is called
Wake up Call. You can watch it on our website or directly on YouTube here.
If we fully surrender to that – and how could we not, for we are already it, so there is nothing
to do for us - we will find more than a theory, so much more than just a knowing: we will find
the ultimate Wisdom of Life. And it will not come with signs to be perceived by our mind and
senses, but much more like an intuition, a trusting, like this tale sprung from an intuition as
well. The intuition that comes from and as liberation, the intuition of Neverything. And it’s
not a theory – I only called it like that in the title to get the attention of your mind.
“When you’ve got them by the mind, their hearts and love will follow”.
Did it work? I hope so.
J.Paul Jordaans
Grathem, 8 January 2022
____________
* We know him as Francis of Assisi, Francesco d’Assisi or Franciscus Assisiensis, depending on what language
you think you are talking in.
** This term is also used by the Aboriginals in their ancient tales of wisdom, who also mentioned the field of
possibilities (quantum-mechanics wave-function?) and described reality as we perceive it as “Dreamings”.
Unfortunately, these tales were never understood fully by the mainstream of scientists and historians.
*** This phrase was coined by H.W.L. Punja (“Papaji”) (13 October 1910 – 6 September 1997).
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